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SECTION I

Introduction

The 1975 operational season of the National Hail Research Experiment

(NHRE) is the fourth in a program of seven seasons. This year the level of

field activity will be considerably reduced from other years as the majority

of NHRE staff and resources will be devoted to analyzing and interpreting data

gathered during 1972, 1973 and 1974. It is important that these data be care-

fully examined to increase our knowledge of the means of growth and maintenance

of thunderstorms and the mechanisms by which hail is produced within the storm.

Concurrent with the data analysis at NCAR, minimal field operations will

be conducted in NE Colorado for one month serving basically as a test period

for new instrumentation. Neither the suppression program nor the usual research

programs will be conducted and seed versus no-seed days together with their

implications on field operations will not be observed.

The dual wavelength research radar located at Grover will be operational

as will the Data Acquisition and Display System (DADS). Color television

display of mean radial velocity will also be available for use and familiariza-

tion by the staff. Multiple aircraft positioning and tracking capability

generated by the DRI M33, L-band interogrator and displayed by DADS on contoured

radar presentations will be attempted.

The South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SDSM) T-28 has been

reinstrumented and will undergo extensive flight testing. Penetration procedures

will be refined in terms of the anticipated use of the aircraft in 1976. Once

the instrumentation is working properly the aircraft will be used to gather
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data in the Weak Echo Region (WER) and Embryo Curtain (EC) in supercell

clouds and in the most probable region of the first echo formation when discrete

feeder clouds are present.

Tests will be performed on a newly developed ground-based hail disdrometer

as well as refinements made to the separators. Side by side correlation tests

including hailpads, will be used to verify the accuracy of each system.

The field program will run from 7 July through 1 August with operations

seven days a week. The operational day will begin at 1000 and terminate at

the discretion of the Operations Director. A break in operations is scheduled

for 19 and 20 July.
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SECTION II

Participants and Organizations

Organization Location Principals Contributions

NCAR/NHRE Boulder D. Atlas Scientific Planning & Direction
R. W. Sanborn Field Operations, Operations

Director
M. 0. Baker Logistics
C. J. Biter T-28 Liaison, Operations Director
T. W. Cannon T-28 Cloud Camera
R. L. Coleman Data Management
P. J. Eccles Research Radar
J. Gathright Research Radar
B. Horner Computer Liaison & Support
C. A. Knight Hail Sampling, T-28 Operations
N. C. Knight Hail Sampling, T-28 Operations
G. Langer Aerosol Sampling
T. R. Nicholas Disdrometer Tests
C. Reynolds Communications
R. Rinehart Research Radar
A. Smith DADS
J. Weber Maintenance, NCAR T-28 Instrumen-

tation

NCAR/Environ- Boulder A. H. Murphy Environmental Assessment
mental Impacts S. Borland Damage Criteria
Group

NCAR/Information Boulder H. H. Landsford Public Information

NCAR/FOF Boulder R. J. Serafin Radar Support

FAA Longmont T. Florea FAA Coordination

SDSM Cheyenne D. Musil Director T-28 Operations, Opera-
tions Director

W. Sand T-28 Pilot, Meteorologist

DRI Reno J. A. Warburton DRI M-33 Radar
Grover D. House DRI M-33 Radar
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SECTION III

Conduct of Operations

The overall field program will be under the direction of Dr. David Atlas,

Director of NHRE, or in his absence, R. W. Sanborn, the Deputy Director of NHRE.

In their absence, C. J. Biter will assume that responsibility at the Grover

headquarters. Day-to-day operation of the project will be under the direction

and control of one of the following Operations Directors; R. W. Sanborn, C. J.

Biter or D. Musil.

It will be the task of the Operations Director to organize and conduct

the briefing and reporting sessions; to formulate, after consultation with the

participants, the operational plan for the day in conformity with the specifica-

tions set out in later sections of this plan and to supervise and direct the

execution of these daily plans.

All participants will conduct their operations in accordance with the

procedures set forth herein. If, during its execution, a participant considers

that a compelling reason for variation of his role has arisen, he will refer to

the Operations Director with whom the decision will rest. Flexibility of operations

is required in order to test equipment while remaining alert to the possibility

of pursuing objectives of a scientific nature as outlined in later sections.

The operational area as defined in past years will not exist this year.

For all practical purposes the area of interest, for the T-28 operations will

extend to the limit of the M-33, X-band tracking capability which is within 50

nautical miles of the Grover site.

The NHRE field operations organization is shown in Table 1 which follows.
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SECTION IV

Observational Facilities

Introduction

As has been stated earlier, this year's field operations activity

will be considerably below the tempo of previous years. The main purpose

of this year's operations is to test new equipment in the environment that

we expect to operate. Once the equipment'is working properly, the instru-

mentation will be used to gather data in accordance with the sections that

follow.

A summary of the operations schedule is enclosed, see table 2 that

follows.
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.NIEE 'Field Operations Schedule

Dat e Comnronent Tasks. ............... .

12-16 May DADS Move ecuipm-ent to Grover, set up and cheek out
system, install and check out color monitor.

Logistics Have housing ready; cafeteria will not be opened
until 2 June.

2-6 June T-28 Continue equipment installation and commence
flight tests.

CP-2 Shift operations to Grover, integrate averager,
digital scan, run antenna and conduct
simulated systems checks.

DADS Install STC and Az + El interfaces with CP-2.

Disdrometers Establish test sites in Grover area.

Logistics Open cafeteria 2 June.

M33 Commence system check out.

Ice Nucleus Install, check out and commence taking data.
Measurement

9-13 June T-28 Continue equipment installation and flight tests.

CP-2 Operate and take data; conduct calibration.

DADS Operate check displays and take data, conduct
calibration.

Disdrometers Continue evaluation through end of field program.

M33 Operate system, conduct calibrations.

15-20 June T-28 Contime sys-tem check out, flight test ',-ra nspon- e -s.

CP-2 Fine tune system, process data collected
previous week.

DADS Fine tune system, T-28 tracking test.

M33 Fine tune systems , T-28 tracking test.

Data Van Install facsimile and hook up teletype.

Communications Install radio at Cheyenne, conduct systemr check.

cont.
Table 2
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Date Component Tasks

23-27 June T-28 Establish Cheyenne base.

All systems Conduct a full integrated systems check (CP-2,

M33, DADS and T-28).

30 June-4 July
All systems Clean up miscellaneous items; later part of

week open.

7-18 July Operations.

19-20 July Break.

21 July-1 August Operations.

4-8 August Wrap up.

~_ --- .,L , ,-
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SECTION IV, PART 1

RADARS

1. Radars planned for use at the Grover site are:

A. The dual-wavelength meteorological radar, the "Grover" radar:

1) X-band (3 cm) M33, 3-meter lens.

2) S-band (10 cm) CP-2, a 1-degree beamwidth radar.

B. Aircraft tracking radar (Desert Research Institute):

1). X-band, M33, 3-meter lens, scanning feed, aircraft track, X-band

transponder capability.

2) S-band, M33, fan beam, aircraft search, L-band transponder

capability.

2. Displays independent of computer generated displays will be:

A. Meteorological displays

1) Contours of digitally averaged S-band log reflectivity with

azimuth lead and lag eliminated will be displayed on a PPI memory scope with

various elevation and contour options.

2) A similar display with elevation #2 selected for the -50C level

at the appropriate range and contour #2 set for 45 dBZ will be used for

simulating hail day declarations.

3) A television presentation of these two reflectivity maps with

local map overlays will be sent to the Control Room for use as desired.

4) A color television set will display contours of mean radial

-1
velocity, separated by 3 ms . (See section 3.d below.)

5) Calibrated S-band A-scope memory display of digitally averaged

log video will be used by the operators for reflectivity measurements.
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6) The radar antenna will be steered by an operator guided by a

large PPI display scope of the S-band log video.

7) The position of the antenna in azimuth and elevation will be

displayed in the Control Room.

B. Aircraft operations displays

The DRI S-band fan-beam-generated PPI, with L-band transponder

information from aircraft, will be in the Control Room. In addition, the

transponder information will be used in the DADS for generation of aircraft

tracks which will then be superimposed on the contoured displays, also

available in the Operations Room from DADS.

3. Data generated will be:

A. The average of the logarithm of the reflectivity in 1020 range gates

from each wavelength of the Grover radar will be recorded on 9-track, 1600

c.p.i. digital tape, IBM compatible format.

B. Azimuth and elevation of the meteorological radar will be recorded

on digital tape.

C. Analog (video) S-band data, digital antenna position (az, el) and

three-wire synchro information for azimuth and elevation will be sent to the

NOVA computer display system.

D. Mean S-band Doppler velocity will be computed in 256 range gates

by an NCAR/FOF processor. This data, together with reflectivity and house-

keeping information, will be recorded on 7-track 800 b.p.i. tape.

4. Observational Program

A. Meteorological radar

1) Maintenance and calibrations

The technicians will perform routine maintenance in the mornings.
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The Operations Director will select the day on which major maintenance or

repair is performed (which might totally incapacitate one or other radar) as

far as this is technically feasible.

Calibration of the Grover, S-band radar will be conducted on a daily

basis. Standard signal generator signals for the S-band radar will be recorded in

areas not occupied by storms.

2) Procedures

Depending upon the distance and height of the storm, this will

require the choice of one of the incremental elevations 0.35, 0.7, 1.4 or

0
2.8 . In order to optimize resolution in the radar reflectivity maps we

must optimize elevations steps vs. time steps. Since we use a raster scan

with increments in elevation, we cannot optimize in azimuth - all azimuths

are scanned. However, we can optimize in range - our range gates have the

two spacings 100 and 150 m in MINA II*. Since speeds in a storm commonly

exceed 10 m s1 a time lag of 120 seconds gives us a time-space resolution

of 1.2 km, which is better resolution than most meteorological radars observing

regions where speeds of 10 m s exist. Experience with previous data shows

that this resolution is desirable.

b) In the absence of a designated storm, radar observations

will be similar to the above or as directed by the Operations Director, except

for that below.

c) Aircraft tracking radar

This radar will be used for tracking research aircraft and

will also be available for tracking chaff, for updraft and windfield measurements.

5. Data Review

The status of each instrument and the quality of the data will be reviewed

daily.

*Multiplexed Input NHRE Averager II.
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6. Standard Operating Procedures.

Standard Operating Procedures for both the Research and Tracking

radars are set forth in attachments A and B, respectively.
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SECTION IV, PART 2

DATA ACQUISITION AND DISPLAY SYSTEM

The Data Acquisition and Display System (DADS) used at the Grover site

will provide as many as seven different displays based on computer processed

radar data. All displays will be available at each console position in the

Control Room.

A. System Description

The primary components of DADS are two NOVA 800 expanded chassis

minicomputers with a combined total of 44,000 words of core memory. The

computers have been augmented with NHRE designed and built circuitry for

processing and displaying radar information. The system also includes a pair

of digital cassette recorders used for software development and program storage

and a pair of data recording tape decks. Storm and aircraft track data recorded

on the'latter can be played back at any time subsequent to the storm. In

addition to the cassette and tape recording systems, DADS will have two disk

systems with a combined storage capacity of 750-thousand 16-bit words. Part

of this capacity will provide immediate availability of programs, and the

remainder will provide data storage for real-tipe display. The system also

has a real time clock, with displays throughout the Grover site, which provides

a time standard for the program. This clock is periodically set with WWV and

is not affected by power failures. The DADS is also protected from power

fluctuation at Grover by a rotary regulator.

The remainder of the DADS includes three high-resolution and four low-

resolution scan converters and, in the Control Room, the television monitor

consoles. The high-resolution units will normally be used for complex displays

such as multiple contour cloud data, while the lower resolution units will

normally be used for single aircraft track, single contour cloud data, and
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other non-complex presentations or they can be used for two channels of red,

green and yellow color displays. The consoles are standard 15-inch black and

white television monitors mounted in desk-height racks. Each monitor has a

push-button selection system which allows the operator to select any one of

the available displays. -In addition there will be one red-green-blue color monitor

which will have two channels of color displays available. The color channels are

made up with two low-resolution scan converters driving the red and green guns.

Information on one scan converter will be red or green, whereas information on

both will be displayed as yellow.

B. Available Displays

The DADS receives and processes radar data from three separate sources:

The Desert Research Institute (DRI) M-33 track radar, the DRI M-33 search radar

and the Grover radar. Data received from these sources are used to produce

single and multiple aircraft tracks and contoured PPI's. In addition to the

radar data, software developed by the DADS staff produces overlays based on the

Gill, Akron, Cheyenne, and Sidney VOR/DME coordinate systems, the Operational

Area and the Protected Area. Software also produces any desired amount of

magnification.

Radar data and software presentations may be displayed in any desirable

combination. For example, it is possible to have one channel display a

3-contour level PPI, Gill coordinates, the Protected Area, and a single aircraft

track; a second channel could have the area of highest dBZ, the Akron coordinates

system, multiple aircraft track of selected program aircraft, and a magnification

factor of 2. The following is a partial list of available display choices:

Single Aircraft track

Multiple aircraft track (all project aircraft)

Multiple aircraft track (selected project aircraft)
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dBZ contours (maximum of three)

Highest dBZ contour

Magnification

Centering of Selected Area

Gill coordinates

Akron coordinates

Cheyenne coordinates

Grover coordinates

Sidney coordinates

Latitude and longitude coordinates

Operational Area

Protected Area

Each channel may have a different coordinate system, a different area

centered, and a different degree of magnification. However, no channel may

have a unique dBZ-level contour displayed; only the four contours requested

for the multiple contour PPI are available for a single contour display.

As noted in the radar section, a reflectivity map from the Grover radar

will also be available via the television monitors.

See attachment C for standard operating procedures.
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SECTION IV, PART 3

SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES T-28

1. The Objectives

A. Equipment Test Objectives

The Institute of Atmospheric Sciences (IAS) of the South Dakota

School of Mines and Technology will provide an armored T-28 aircraft for

participation in the 1975 NHRE summer season. The primary objective is the

testing of new airborne instrumentation in various thunderstorm environments.

New equipments are: the IAS hail sensor, Knollenberg FSSP (one-dimensional)

and 2D (two-dimentional) probes, Humphrey accelerometer, Rosemount airspeed

and ambient pressure transducers, Cannon camera, and NCAR reverse flow

temperature probe. Previous instrumentation that augments the new instru-

mentation and will be flown again includes the foil impactor, J-W liquid

water meter and bulk water samplers.

An additional objective closely related to equipment testing is to

refine the penetration procedures and evaluate them in terms of the planned

use of the T-28 during the 1976 field season. Factors to be considered are:

(1) FAA coordination, (2) use of flight patterns that may differ from

those in the past, and (3) optimum use of the DADS capabilities.

B. Scientific Objectives

It is important to stress the point that accomplishment of scientific

objectives is only possible if the primary objective of instrument testing is

successful. There is a good chance of achieveing scientific objectives if

the new equipment works properly and suitable weather is available. The topics

discussed below can be viewed as scientific questions, for which T-28 observa-

tions might be able to provide answers,
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1) Nature of the Weak Echo Region (WER), Embryo Curtain (EC),

and First Echo (FE)

a) Concentration of large particles

The presence of mm-sized particles in the EC or WER regions

has important implications for precipitation mechanisms in supercell and

multicell storms. Devices such as the Cannon camera, foil impactor, and

2-D Knollenberg can provide observations for this study.

b) Phase of large particles

The distinction between ice and liquid is fundamental toward

obtaining a greater insight into the mechanisms of thunderstorms/hailstorms.

Questions about the ice/water budget of hailstorms can be answered when such

information is available. Pilot's comments, data from the two-dimensional

Knollenberg device, and the combination of the foil impactor and the Cannon

camera, can help in this respect.

c) Cloud water concentration

Supercooled cloud water provides the growth material for

hailstones. Knowledge of its concentration as a function of position has

important ramifications for seeding hailstorms, as well as understanding

the growth of hailstones. Observations from the Knollenberg scattering probe

and the J-W liquid water content meter are important for this analysis.

d) Turbulence spectra

There is some evidence that certain particles, especially in

supercell storms:, are selected such that they unfairly compete for the avail-

able liquid water during their growth. Turbulence may be a mechanism to

help overcome this "unfairness" of competition. Furthermore, turbulence data
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are necessary to understand the diffusion of seeding material in hailstorms.

Observations from the Humphyrey accelerometer and the differential airspeed

transducer will be used to measure the turbulence data.

e) Aerosol distribution

Aerosols of the order of 60 microns, if they are present in

newly-forming feeder clouds, may reach sizes of the order of millimeters at

T-28 penetration levels by the coalescence process. The smaller these

particles are, the more difficult it is for them to achieve precipitation-

sizes, possibly requiring other processes during part of their growth. The

presence of the aerosols will be determined from laboratory analysis of

precipitation samples made with the "mousetrap" device.

f) Vertical velocity

The shape and strength of the updraft appears to be important

in determining the final hailstone size that can be achieved. Therefore,

detailed mapping of updraft areas in hailstorms provides important information

on the growth mechanisms of hailstones.

2) Composition of High Reflectivity Zones

The high reflectivity zones previously have been shown to be

composed essentially of ice. Penetrations of these regions should yield

encounters with the large hydrometeors necessary to test the hail spectrometer.

Penetration of the high reflectivity zones can also provide a

test of the dual radar system (DURAD); using a combination of the hail spec-

trometer, foil impactor, and the two-dimensional Knollenberg probe to make

comparisons with the dual-wavelength radar observations. Things such as

threshold of detection, effects of wet and dry particles on reflectivity,

the actual presence of hail, the effects of various drop size spectra on
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radar reflectivity, and presence or absence of rain with hail can be studied

by making penetrations of the high reflectivity zones with the above equipment.

2. Penetrations Procedures

A. General Comments

Since the primary objective for the 1975 field season is to test

equipment, penetration procedures outlined in this document are kept general

and as simple as possible. The procedure will be to penetrate regions

adjacent to the weak echo region (WER) with emphasis on quick turnaround so

as to make as many penetrations as possible at a single level on any given

flight. The level of penetration may have to be adjusted as the season

progresses because of such things as possible heavy icing, airspace restrictions,

and storms structure, etc.

Safety is of primary importance in any penetration procedure

designed for the T-28. In view of the uncertainty with past radar data, it

is felt that storms with reflectivity regions greater than 55 dBZ at or

above the level of penetration, should be avoided. This limit has worked

well in the past and has provided 110 penetrations during the 1972-73 field

season.

T-28 flights will be initiated whenever suitable storms are in the

area. The suitability of a storm will be determined essentially by the

location of the storm. There will be little need to worry about launching

the T-28 on a forecast of storm development; past experience has shown that

most storms within the operational limits of the M-33 track radar will be

moving into the area rather than developing within it.
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Whenever suitable storms are imminent the T-28 crew at Cheyenne

will be notified. Several phone or radio calls on any given day will be

necessary to keep the T-28 crew abreast of the meteorological situation.

Initial flights for the T-28, especially when carrying untried

equipment, might be made earlier in the day so that penetrations can be

accomplished in slightly smaller clouds. There are no specific plans for

more than one flight per day because most past penetrations were made after

1500 MDT, thus leaving little time for second flights on a routine basis.

It is important that the T-28 should fly as often as possible in

as many storms as possible, using as set forth above, a fairly general flight

procedure.

B. Flight Plans

Two basic flight plans will be used during the 1975 field season,

one pertaining to penetrations of isolated cloud cells or cloud clusters

(Plan A) and the other related to penetrations of squall line situations

(Plan B). Both plans are designed to have the T-28 penetrate as often

as possible at a single level.

1) Plan A.

The flight pattern for isolated cloud cells or cloud clusters will

be a "Figure 8" pattern oriented approximately parallel to the updraft/

downdraft interface, as shown in a schematic plan view of a cloud in Fig. 1.

A vertical section along the line labeled NS is shown in Fig. 2.

It should be noted that the penetration procedure will be the

same whether the storm is of the supercell variety or a multicell storm.

It is felt that the "Figure 8" pattern will allow the optimum number of

penetrations at any given level in either type of storm. The hatched regions
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N

CLOUD

Fig. 1. Schematic plan view of a cloud showing the proposed penetration
track of the T-28. The dotted line encloses the extent of the
updraft and the solid line shows the radar echo at penetration
level. The dashed line shows the extent of the intense echo
at some level above flight altitude (i.e., WER). The hatched
region shows the region of interest for the penetrations.
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CLOUD

I,-"_~ / EDGE

/1

N!

FigS 2. Vertical section along line I-S in Fig. 1. The hatched region

shows the region of interest for the T-28 penetrations. If the

storm is a supercell type, the overhang region represents the

embryo curtain. If the stormu is a multicell type, the dashed

lines denote the radar echo, with the dashed line inside the
< ^-P jfl+.t.A+. c l 1 n iitrkting first echo formation e
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in Figs. 1 and 2 are of greatest interest because they should be near the

region of new hailstone embryo formation.

When discrete feeder clouds are present, the penetration will

be made near -10C in the most probable region of first echo (FE) formation.

Repeated penetrations of the same growing cloud element are planned. Prior

to first echo formation, the pilot will be required to use visual information

for making the penetrations; however, once echoes appear, more detailed

radar guidance can be given by the project meteorologist.

When discrete feeder clouds are not present, the penetrations

will be made as shown in Fig. 1 using radar guidance, at some level between

-5 and -15C. Areas of interest are the embryo curtain (EC) and the weak echo

region (WER). An area of special interest is along the edge of the main

updraft on the right rear flank, where a possible stagnation point may exist.

Also if the occasion presents itself penetrations will be made straight through

an appropriate maximum dBZ value penetrating the embryo curtain/feeder clouds,

the WER and the high reflectivity zone.

2) Plan B

Penetrations of squall lines will be made straight through an

appropriate maximum dBZ value, perpendicular to the line, penetrating both

the updraft and the high reflectivity zone. Radar guidance will be used.

4. Personnel

The field operation phase of the project will be carried out by the

following individuals:

Name Title

Dennis J. Musil Project Meteorologist

Wayne R. Sand Pilot Meteorologist

Rudolph D. Flohr Electronic Technician
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Jon E. Leigh Aircraft Mechanic

John F. Spahn Technician/Graduate Student

Jim Weber NCAR Electronic Technician

The project meteorologist will be located at the field project site

at Grover, while the other individuals will be located in Cheyenne, Wyoming

with the T-28.

Several staff members of the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences (IAS)

will be involved with various phases of the project as outlined in Research

Proposal 74-10. These include such items as installation and calibration of

the equipment to be flown on the T-28 and assisting in the interpretation of

the gathered data.

4. The T-28 System

A. Instrumentation

The data system on the T-28 includes sensors to measure meteorological

and aircraft parameters, which are recorded on magnetic tape. The primary

data recording system consists of a Precision Instruments incremental recorder

coupled with a multiplexer and digital conversion package by Monitor Labs.

Data will also be telemetered to Rapid City for preliminary reduction and

guidance in developing changes in flight profiles.

The following instruments will be flown and tested on the T-28

during the 1975 field season:

1) Hail sensor

2) Cannon camera

3) Knollenberg scattering probe

4) Knollenberg 2-D probe
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5) NCAR reverse flow thermometer

6) Foil impactor

7) Precipitation sampler (mousetrap)

8) J-W liquid water

9) Rosemount icing rate probe

10) Humphrey accelerometer (with pitch and roll output)

11) Absolute pressure transducer

12) Differential airspeed transducer

13) Rosemount temperature

14) Ball variometer

15) Aircraft heading device

16) Manifold pressure transducer

B. Data Reduction

Recorded IAS data will be sent to Rapid City via telephone lines for

preliminary reduction and analysis following a T-28 flight. Reduced data is

shipped back to Cheyenne via Xerox telecopier for use by field personnel. Form

of the output is selected variables (i.e., rate of climb, temperature, etc.)

plotted by computer as functions of time.

This method was used during the 1973 field season and provides a

unique method for scrutinizing newly acquired data so that system problems

can be detected quickly, as well as making data available for debriefing purposes.

Data from the Cannon camera and the Knollenberg probes will be

partially reduced in the field to ensure proper operation while the majority

of the data reduction will be accomplished at NCAR.
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SECTION V.

HAIL DISDROMETER FIELD TESTS

In response to the need for a comprehensive test of the Hail Disdrometer

a series of laboratory and field tests have been designed to help determine

the operational suitability of the instrument. Attachment 1 is an outline

setting forth the type of tests and which of these will be conducted in the

field or laboratory. Attachment 2 gives a brief conceptualization of each

experiment along with an estimate of the time, manpower and resource

requirements involved. The test will result in a technical report which will

serve to set acceptance standards for the purchase contract of the disdrometers.

The report will be completed by mid-August 1975, and will be forwarded to the

National Weather Service to aid in their decision to purchase a large number

of disdrometers. Two of the disdrometers with an advanced design have been

purchased by the Weather Service and assigned to NHRE for testing.

Certain tests of the separators have also been planned to eliminate

certain electronic and mechanical problems. In addition, comprehensive

reliability checks between instruments will add greatly to our confidence

in the precipitation data. Instrument intercorrelations will also be a valuable

tool for assessing the response of the disdrometer to varying environmental

conditions.

Instrument sites are located west of the protected area and near the

Grover site. The sites are instrumented with Disdrometers, Rain/Hail Separators,

Hailpads, Belfort rain gauges, and a temperature, pressure, humidity and wind

speed and direction system. In addition, two trucks have been modified by the

installation of shock mounted Distrometers and will be used as storm chase

vehicles.
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An experienced precipitation/mesonet technician has been employed to

operate the test sites and to operate a storm chase vehicle. Sites will

be visited and serviced daily during the 1975 summer operations period.
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Attachment 1

1. Instruments

A. Disdrometers

B. Separators

2. Test Types

A. Function

B. Stress

C. Reliability

3. Tests

A. Disdrometer Stress Tests

1) Accelerometer, vibration tests (laboratory)

2) Shock tests (lab)

B. Disdrometer Function Tests

1) Turn on-threshold tests (lab)

2) High humidity (lab)

3) Heavy rain (lab)

4) Dust, wind (field)

5) Sun, light (field)

6) Battery (lab)

C. Disdrometer Reliability Tests

1) Side-by-side correlation tests (field)

2) Rain/hail separation (field, lab)

3) Cross correlation with other instruments (field)

4) Hail sampling tests (field)

5) Hailstorm chase test (field)
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D. Separator Function Tests

1) High humidity (lab)

2) Battery (lab)

E. Separator Reliability Tests

1) Siphon calibration (lab)

2) Side-by-side correlation test (field)

3) Rain-hail sampling (field)

4) Cross correlation with other instruments (field)
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Attachment 2

1. Stress Test - Disdrometer

In order to insure that the Disdrometer will be able to withstand the

shock and vibration stresses expected in field operation, a laboratory test

series has been devised. NCARVs Research Systems Facility (RSF) has participated

in the design of these tests and will also assist in their conduct. A

hailstone gun from SDSM will be used to verify that the case, electronics

and aiming mechanism can withstand the shock of a hailstone striking certain

parts of the instrument at terminal velocity.

2. Function Tests - Disdrometer

The tests for determining turn-on threshold for the Disdrometer are

underway. Small plastic spheres are hurled at the Disdrometer striking it in

different parts and at different speeds. The repeatability of these tests

necessitates a large number of trials. Streams of high-speed water will also

be directed at the instrument to determine if water-induced turn-on is possible.

To determine the effect of high humidity on the performance of the

Disdrometer the FOF environmental chamber will be used. During this period,

a Disdrometer equipped with a remote readout will be subject to extended and

cyclic periods of high humidity and a performance check will be made by

dropping particles through the sensor. Dessicant performance will be tested

at this time as well.

Heavy rain will be simulated in the laboratory. A rain chamber has

been built and suitable nozzles are being purchased for this purpose and for

the rain/hail separation test discussed below.
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Wind and blown dust effects will be monitored during the field portion

of the test. A Climet wind set will be placed near each of the instruments

and the functioning and measuring reliability will be related to wind speed.

Extended exposure to wind blown sand and dust will be monitored.

Laboratory tests of the effect of light on the functioning of the Dis-

drometer have been completed. A movable spotlight was placed at different

positions relative to the instrument and the functioning of the instrument

was noted. This test led to the painting of the surfaces of the Disdrometers

flat black to reduce the reflected light. Field orientation tests will also

be conducted to determine the effect of sun on the performance of the optical

system.

Battery tests are now in progress. One additional rechargeable battery

(gel cell) as well as a throwaway lantern battery are being subjected to shelf-

life tests and load condition tests to determine their relative worth. In

addition, chargers are being tested and charge requirements for the batteries

will be established. One man week will be required for these tests. Additiona:

batteries have been puchased.

3. Reliability Test - Disdrometer

Intercorrelation tests between Disdrometers placed side by side will be

a major part of the field program. The data from hailfalls will be compared

carefully and evaluated statistically to determine if there are any systematic

differences between instruments.

In the lab, the response of the Disdrometer to large "hailstones" being

dropped through a simulated rain shower will be tested thoroughly. Two of

the Disdrometers will be modified to count only particles which blank two

contiguous sensors. These results will provide critical information about the

reliability of the instrument in measuring hail.
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Cross-correlation tests with separators and hailpads will be made by

placing these instruments together under rain and hail storms.

Hail sampling cannot be simulated in the laboratory and the Africa tests

have produced an answer to this need. Therefore, a combination of static and

mobile hail sampling is planned for the summer field program. One disdrometer

will be field tested in Oklahoma. In addition, one truck will be outfitted

this summer so that we may chase storms in northeast Colorado. Chase data will

be valuable because the performance of the instrument can be monitored and

also the hail which falls through the gauge can be saved, counted and measured.

4. Function Tests - Separator

The Separator recorder will be put through the same high-humidity tests

as the Disdrometer.

The heavy-rain tests will also test the Separator and Recorder. Specifically

the siphon reaction to large volumes of water will be monitored to test a newly

devised flow rate limiter.

The battery tests mentioned above will cover the Recorder battery.

5. Reliability Tests - Separator

Siphon calibrations have been made in the lab and are available for

incorporation into the data.

Side-by-side correlation tests will be used to verify the accuracy of

each measuring system and statistical analysis will show any systematic

differences between instruments.
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SECTION VI

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The field program for the summer 1975 will be devoted to equipment

testing under conditions resembling actual operations as nearly as possible.

In fact, the pursuit of the scientific and test objectives already discussed

is nearly the only means whereby testing can be performed and adequate data

obtained with which to judge system performance. Correspondingly, the operational

procedures to be used this summer will closely resemble those of previous summers

and in fact will be scrutinized to determine if better procedures can be

developed for use in future field operations.

1. Briefing Sessions

The status of the equipment and systems will be determined and posted on

the status board by 1000 MDT each day. At 1100 MDT a briefing will be held to

discuss the weather outlook, equipment status and plans for the day. Following

the briefing, a debriefing of the previous day's events will commence. Utiliza-

tion of the DADS information should be maximized in debriefing to promote the

best possible understanding of events of the previous day and to test the

utility of such future use of the system. Following the daily briefing, a call

will be made to Cheyenne to brief T-28 personnel on the plans for the day.

2. Procedures

T-28 flights will be initiated based on the occurrence of suitable storms

in the area. Initially, the aircraft may be called early in the day to fly in

relatively small storms until the new instrumentation is proven. When a cell

has been selected by the Operations Director, the Grover radar will begin

intensive surveillance of the storm. All systems will continue to observe
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the chosen cell in the greatest possible detail until instructed differently

by the Operations Director.

The mobile ground crews will be alerted by the Operations Director as

far in advance as possible on all potential hail days. During operations

information on the characteristics, location, and duration and speed of the

radar echoes will be provided to assist the mobile crews in locating themselves

in advance of the storm.
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SECTION VII

COMMUNICATIONS

1. Effectiveness

In voice communications the following procedures will be followed:

A. Be concise. Good radio discipline should be practiced.

B. Priority messages. Only messages regarding personnel safety, property

damage, etc., should be regarded as "Emergency" or "Urgent." These messages

have priority over all others, and all non-involved stations should clear that

channel when either type message is transmitted. The channel should then remain

clear until the station initiating the "Emergency" or "Urgent" declaration

releases the channel to normal use.

C. Speak clearly and distinctly. Do not use slang or other expressions

which might be misunderstood.

D. Use standard procedures.

(1) Calling. First, say the call sign of the station you are calling;

then give your own call sign. Example: Grover, this is Sterling, or

986, this is Grover.

(2) Termination: Radio conversations should be terminated by stating

your call sign followed by the word "clear." Example: Grover, clear.

Or 986, clear.

2. Radio Frequencies

A. Air-to-ground, voice. 123.05 MHz, AM, for use with the SDSM T-28 and

the NCAR sailplane.

B. Ground-to-ground, voice

(1) 164.05/164.5 MHz, narrow band FM. These two frequencies constitute

the primary ground-to-ground communications channel. This channel
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utilizes a full VHF repeater located east of Grover and enables all

ground stations, both fixed and mobile, to communicate with each other

via the repeater even though a line of sight path does not exist between

the stations. 164.05 MHz is the repeater input frequency and 164.5 MHz

is the repeater output frequency.

(2) 164.325 MHz, narrow band FMj secondary frequency for conversation

between vehicles in close proximity. This channel enables vehicles to

communicate with each other, when a line of sight path exists, without

requiring the repeater.

For consistency throughout the system, the following channel arrangement

has been standardized wherever possible: Channel 1 will be for communications

through the repeater and will transmit on 164.050 and will receive on 164.500 MHz;

Channel 2 will be 164.325 MHz transmit and receive; Channel 3 will be 164.500 MHz

transmit and receive; and Channel 4 will be 164.700 MHz transmit and receive.

3. Radio Call Signs (See Table 1 attached). If more call signs are required,

they will be assigned by the NHRE Operations Director.

4. Telephone Lines. Two lines for the National Facsimile Network and Service

"A" Aviation Weather. All long distance calls will be placed via the Cheyenne

FTS operator. Instructions for the use of the FTS system will be posted near

near telephone.



Ground/ Scientific
Ground Air/Ground

Location Call E
or Base o Lu\ o Lf\ o

VO O O C\J
Hr r- H H

Headquarters Grover Grover X X X

NCAR Boulder Boulder Boulder Lab X X X

SDSM Base Cheyenne Airport Cheyenne Airport X X

CD I

NCAR Trucks Grover Truck 123* X X X

South Dakota T-28 Cheyenne 510 Mike Hotel** X

* Use truck followed by the last 3 numbers of the GSA license. This applies to all NCAR/NHRE vehicles.

* All initial aircraft calls will be preceded by aircraft type (i.e., T-28 510MH). For secondary calls
use OMH.

X Transmit and receive.
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SECTION VIII

LOGISTICS

1. Housing

Housing will be required for an estimated 20 staff members. To accomplish

this, the Bivens Apartment, Timm House and the Goodwine House will be opened

early to accommodate those personnel involved in equipment check out. The Timm

House will be used for overnight accommodations until 7 July. Additional

housekeepers and the cooks will be placed on the payroll during the week of

19 May. The Wagner House, two trailers and a teacherage apartment will be

used to provide the balance of housing needed (see Attachment 1 for housing

assignments).

2. Cafeteria

The Grover Site cafeteria will be opened on 2 June. Three meals a day

five days a week will be served until 7 July. After 7 July, the cafeteria

will follow the operational schedule. Prior to 7 July the cafeteria will

be open on weekends as the needs dictate.

3. Transportation

Transportation for the summer operations will be provided by a number of

vehicles. A carryall will be used for trips from Mesa Lab to the Grover Site,

departing the Mesa Lab at 0800 MDT on 7 July. This vehicle can handle 8-9

persons with baggage. The return trip will be on 18 July at the end of

operations. The second and last trip will depart the Mesa Lab at 0800 MDT

on 21 July; it will leave from the Grover Site on 1 August at the end of

operations. Please contact M. O. Baker if you desire transporation.
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Transportation between Grover housing and the site will be furnished.

A schedule for this transportation will be posted in each of the housing units

and on all bulletin boards.

In addition, a sedan and two pickups will be available for use as needed.

Two additional vehicles will be used for hail sampling.

In addition to the above, two vehicles, a carryall and a pickup, will

be assigned to support the SDSM T-28 operations in Cheyenne. Vehicles from

the Grover pool will be available for use for trips to Cheyenne.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Timm Wagner Bivens Goodwine

D. Atlas A. Sanborn A. Smith J. Gathright
R. Sanborn C. Fey S. Chapel G. Muir
C. Biter L. Bolton J. Merrill L. Sorensen
K. Browning L. Parker D. Ferraro
B. Foote
D. Musil
R. Nicholas
M. Baker

Trailer 371 Trailer 372 Teacherage

DRI D. Dixon C. Knight
R. Atlas R. Rinehart N. Knight

C. Reynolds
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SECTION IX

DATA MANAGEMENT

1. Goals

The NHRE Data Management Office (DMO) is designed to provide data quality

control, data archival and exchange, and data reporting services for all

participants.

During this stand-down year emphasis will be shifted slightly to concen-

trate upon developing improved data archival and response. Where possible,

a computerized data inventory and reporting system will be employed. Field

operations will be limited, although every effort will be made to collect

potentially useful data.

Orientation meetings will be limited to data van operations, which will

be operated so as to preserve as much climatological continuity as possible

between the first three operational years, and those to follow.

2. Data Quality Control

A. Aircraft Data: Data from the SDSM armored T-28 will be examined by

the appropriate principal investigators as soon as possible to determine

quality and usefulness of the data.

B. Radar Data: Contingent upon personnel and computer availability,

the processing of 1975 radar tapes will be expedited in order to aid the

evaluation of past and planned future operations.

C. Rawinsonde Data: No stations will be operated in 1975. It is planned

to obtain the Denver soundings on a routine basis. This data and other stations

if received will be copied on the appropriate coded message form and plotted

soundings will be checked and preserved.
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D. Precipitation Network/Mesonet Data: Charts from Grover and the few

other operating sites will be preserved, but it is not expected that a 1975

data set will be established.

E. Photographic Data: No stations will be operated in 1975. The DMO

has, however, established a photographic library and is interested in obtainin

project photos. When desired, original photos can be returned after duplicati

F. Teletype/Facsimile Data: Facsimile and teletype (Service "A") data

will again be available for operational use at the data van, NHRE Field Head-

quarters, Grover. With the aid of an automatic take-up reel, the facsimile

will provide 24-hr coverage. The teletype will normally operate 0800-1800

daily, or until the end of operations, whichever is later.

In addition, a reperforation unit has been added to the teletype

this summer in a test of the feasibility of converting received weather data

to magnetic tape in response to our own needs. This should also save space

formerly taken up by the unwieldy teletype rolls.

Facsimile maps and perforated tapes will be archived and a log kept

of weather events occurring during the 1975 season.

3. Data Archival and Interchange

In spite of the reduced schedule in 1975, it is hoped that while in the

field principal investigators and assistants will respond and coordinate

efforts to provide the best information possible on the 1975 hail season.

The DM0 is now able to handle any of the following tape formats:

7 Track-binary or BCD, 556 or 800 BPI

9 Track-binary or EBCDIC, 800 or 1600 BPI

Avoid double file marks and/or mixed mode tapes. Both the CDC 6600 and 7600

read 60-bit words consecutively from the beginning of a record, so records
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should be of a length which is a multiple of 60 bits. Each tape should be

accompanied by external documentation which states fully how the tape is

formatted and what the tape contains.

The DM0 will return original tapes to the senders as soon as duplicatio

can be completed. Microfilm or hard-copy data received by the DM0 will

normally become the property of the DM0 unless other arrangements are made.

It is important that data originators keep the DM0 informed of the status

and availability of any data collected during the field program.

As in previous years, participants requesting data tapes are asked to

provide the necessary blank tapes for the duplication process. Participants

needing copies of microfilm or hard-copy data will be asked to assume the

costs of reproduction and shipping. The DM0 will be glad to coordinate with

both data producers and users, and should be contacted as early as possible

regarding any problems or questions in this area.

4. NHRE Data Reports

No data reports are anticipated from the 1975 field season. The DM0,

however, is undertaking a combined and computerized Index of Available Data

for the years 1972, 1973 and 1974, tentatively scheduled to be ready during

the fall.
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SECTION X

SAFETY

1. Applicability

A. Requirements of this section apply to all personnel.

B. It also applies to personnel assigned to other elements of NCAR

or participating universities or agencies who are working full-time with the

summer program.

2. Medical Emergency

For any occurrence requiring medical attention, contact the appropriate

facility listed at the end of paragraph 11 for proper assistance and then

refer to the First Aid Check List detailed on the next page. Copies of the

Check List and the list of Medical Emergency Facilities will also be placed

in all GSA vehicles and posted at the sites were practicable.
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FIRST AID CHECK LIST

Remove the person from danger, or remove danger from the person.

If the person is not in danger, do not move him if there is any

possibility of a fracture.

Give urgently needed first aid.

Stop bleeding.

Apply artificial respiration if breathing has stopped.

Wash away chemicals with water. Do not try neutralization unless

ingredients are immediately available and you know exactly what to do

without delay. WHEN IN DOUBT, USE WATER.
Make the victim lie down.

Call an ambulance. Give the exact address.

See paragraph 11 for list of medical emergency numbers.

Cover the victim with a blanket (under and over) and wait.

If the victim has swallowed poison, try to make him vomit or to

neutralize the poison, but don't do anything unless you know what you are

doing. BE SURE AMBULANCE DRIVER AND DOCTOR HAVE WRITTEN INFORMATION ABOUT

THE MATERIAL SWALLOWED.

Write down exactly what happened and who was involved.

Inform the field office immediately.
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3. First Aid

A. Approved First Aid Kits will be placed at the Grover site in the

kitchen, entryway to the operations area, the administration building, the

Chapel Ranch and all vehicles used on the precipitation network. Blanket

sets and stretchers will be provided at the Grover site and at the Chapel Ranch.

B. Participating groups are urged to provide their own approved First

Aid Kits for their field sites and for each of their vehicles.

4. Snake Bites

Rattlesnakes are prevalent in northeastern Colorado. Most snake bite

fatalities in this country are caused by rattlesnakes; they inject much

venom if they are large and if they have not discharged their supply recently.

- Prevention -

In snake-infested country, watch where you step, where you place your

hands, and where you sit. High boots are suggested because over half

of all bites are below midcalf,

-Symptoms

Pain is immediate if pit viper venom is injected. The poisoned part

soon swells and discoloration appears. The bite of a non-venomous

snake gives little pain and produces no swelling beyond the usual for

any wound, nor any general reaction except perhaps an emotional one.

Pit vipers inflict one or two puncture wounds. They may introduce

tetanus germs as well as venom. With absorption of the poison, there

is general weakness, shortness of breath, nausea and vomiting, a weak

and rapid pulse, and sometimes dimness of vision. Unconsciousness may

occur. If the poison was injected directly into the blood stream, these

signs appear quickly. Otherwise absorption is slower and reactions

may become marked only after an hour or two,
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First Aid -

If the snake is non-poisonous, first aid is the same as for ordinary

wounds. These bites are scratch-like rather than punctures. Watch

the victim for a time, because the emotional reaction may cause him

to faint.

If the snake is venomous:

a, Have the victim stop muscular activity at once!

b. Snake bite kits are included in all first aid kits. Instructions

for their use can be found on the back of each box, Follow these

instructions.

c. Get the victim to the doctor immediately. Do not give stimulus.

If transportation is necessary, keep the victim lying down, with the

injured part somewhat lower than the rest of the body, During relief-

from-suction periods, apply ice or cold water, if possible, to the part

involved. This gives some relief from pain and may slow the absorption

of poison into the system.

5. Radar Operations

A, Safety belts and lines shall be worn when men are working where

there is danger of falling.

B. Personnel shall wear hard hats around and under the radar antenna

where falling objects may create a hazard.

C. A lock-out device will be activated to still the antenna rotation

before personnel are permitted to ascent above the pedestal.

D. All radar personnel should be especially aware of the hazards of

electrical equipment and comply with procedures outlined below in Paragraph

6 for all personnel,

6. Electrical Equipment

Safe operation of electrical equipment includes continuous inspection

of equipment; protection against short circuits; avoidance of loose clothing

and jewelry while working with electrical circuits; avoidance of overloading

electrical circuits; proper respect for low-voltage equipment; adjustment

and maintenance of equipment in the presence of high voltage potentials;
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compliance with operating instructions and other applicable directives when

working with equipment; no one shall work on high voltage equipment by one's

self; use of insulated tools when working near circuits carrying high

voltages; grounding at the exact point of intended repair or adjustment

before making actual contact with that area of energized equipment; avoidance

of dependence on equipment safety devices; voltage cut-off when working on

antennas or antenna transmission lines.

7. Fire

Fire prevention includes proper storage of gasoline and other inflammables,

observing "no smoking" signs near fuel depots, and proper fusing of electrical

equipment. Personnel should familiarize themselves with the location and

type of fire extinguishers at each site.

8. Material Handling

Prevention of injury or accident during material handling includes

proper lifting and carrying positions and restriction to 75 pounds for

one-man loads; care and operating of mechanical handling and lifting

devices; vehicle loading and off-loading; proper storage crating.

9. S pecial Weather Hazards

- Lightning -

All towers will be grounded. Whenever possible, personnel will keep

away from towers during thunderstorms. Personnel in the open should get into

a vehicle if one is nearby, if not, seek dry ground, if possible, and lie down.

10. Accident Reporting

All accidents, regardless of to whom or how minor they are, should be

reported to the NHRE Administrative Field Office. For work-related injuries,

the Workman's Compensation Form "Employees First Report of Accident" is

required. This report must be immediately completed as NCAR must add to and

mail within 7 days of the accident. The major medical insurance by NCAR does

not cover work-related injuries. For non-work-injuries, telephone the field

office at the earliest practicable time.
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Serious accidents must be investigated by a person appointed by the

Field Manager. A serious accident, as defined by the NCAR Safety Inspection

Program, is one in which (a) personal injury results in three man-days of

lost time, or (b) unanticipated destruction of equipment or material valued

at $1,000 or more.
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11. Medical Emergency Facilities

Fort Morgan/Raymer area -

Fort Morgan Medical Group......... .................. 867-5681

Fort Morgan Medical Clinic ................. 867-2437

Doctor's Office .... ........................ ..... 867-8221

Fort Morgan Community Hospital.. .................... 867-5671

Fort Morgan Ambulance Service. ..................... 867-2300 (2406)

Fire Department . ...................... 867-2211

Grover area-

Ambulance Service GHC, Hereford . . ..... 496-2489

Dr. Sloetzel, Pine Bluffs.......................... 245-3252

De Paul Hospital, Cheyenne .......................... 632-6411

Memorial Hospital, Cheyenne .... ................... 634-3341

Fire Department ...................... . Grover Operator

Sterling area -

Logan County Hospital ..... ................. 522-0122

A-R Ambulance .......... . .... .. 522-1345

Fire Department ... ...... ....... ........ ..... 522-2121

Peetz area-

Fire Department . ..............................334-3553

Sidney area-

Any Emergency ................. ...... . ....... 911

Kimball area

Any Emergency ............ ,... ................. o * 911

Bushnell area -

Fire Department . .6.......... ............... 673-2551
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APPENDIX A
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UCAR
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GROVER RESEARCH RADAR

Standard Operating Procedures

1. The Grover Radar involves:
(a) Aircraft operations radar (DRI M33)
(b) DADS
(c) Research radar.

2. Requests of the aircraft operations radar are made on the line dialed and
attention is requested by the alerting call "Track!" On receiving a
response the request may be relayed.

During tracking operations two persons are busy in tihe TRACK van and calls
may not be acknowledged without degrading the data recorded.

Typical requests are:

"Cloud tops at GILL AZ/Range miles?"
"Cloud tops at Grover AZ (mills)/Range yds?"

"Prepare track (aircraft) ( GILL AZ/Range miles )? t
( chaff ) (Grover AZ (mills)/Range yds)'

"Check echo at GILL AZ/Range miles for second trip?"

3. Requests of DADS are listed in the accompanying note.

4. Requests of the Research Radar

4.1 dBZ reports.

The requester must make it clear whether he is asking for the maximum
reflectivity within the storm or the reflectivity above a particular
height (MSL) or at a particular height or temperature.

A wooly request for "reflectivity in that storm" is frustrating to
the radar operators because an assortment of reflectivity maps are
already being transmitted to the operations room. The radar operators
can only respond to specific requests such as those listed below.

The desired form for dBZ requests is one of the following, the most
desirable at the top of the list.

Dial
Alerting call "Radar?"
Wait for response
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dBZ
(a) max ectivi ) on storm at Grover "AZ" degrees/"range" km

max (reflectivity

at "elevation" degrees.

(b) max dBZ on storm at Grover "AZ" degrees/"range" km above

"elevation" degrees.

(c) max dBZ on storm at Gill degrees/range miles at Grover elevation

degrees.
(d) max dBZ on storm at Gill degrees/range miles at -T C.

(e) max dBZ on storm at Gill degrees/range miles above -T C.

The latter three calls will take some time to process because the

coordinate given must be translated by the radar crew into the

Grover coordinate system before they can act.

4.2 Special scans plus reflectivity reports.

These requests d.iffer from the above in that the radar antenna operator

must make a decision to scan the storm requested at the appropriate

elevation. The response to such a request must take longer than a

response to the request 4.1 since the scan pattern must be inter-

rupted momentarily.

4.3 Location of maximum reflectivity in a storm?

The time of response for this will generally be longer than that for

simple dBZ requests. The operator must not only determine the maximum

reflectivity but also its elevation, azimuth and range. He must also

discriminate against other storms. Usually a full response to this

request takes two complete scans through the storm.

4.4 Location of the maximum updraft in a storm?

Only skilled operators can respond to this request. Usually the

response requires that the operator coordinate data from the color

Doppler display, the analog video PPI display and the superposition

display. Since critical parts of these displays are being super-

posed one on the other at the same time and since the operator is

only able to watch one screen at a time a response to this request

from scratch would usually take two raster scans through the storm.

Actually the radar operator usually keeps himself properly informed

of the progress of the storm and its current state so that this

question is commonly answerable as soon as it is asked.
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Aircraft Operations Radar (DRI-M133)

Standard Operating Procedures

1. Synchronization

The radar must remain synchronized with the other radars at Grover at all
times. The R.F. filter has been removed from CP-2 so that both lower and
upper sidebands relative to the STALO can be received, the one from storms,
the other from aircraft transponders. Accordingly, severe front end
damage can occur to CP-2 unless the S-band portion of the M33 is syn-
chronized to CP-2 at all times when power can arrive at the CP-2 front
end. The only exception to synchronization will be in response to a
request to check for a second trip echo. Then the operator may switch
PRF frequencies but only for a short time less than one rotation of the
antenna and only when not pointed towards the S-band antenna of the
research radar.

2. Stationary Antenna Position

It is desirable that transmitter power is shut off when either antenna is
stationary and not being used. If it is necessary to transmit when the
antenna is stationary it should be raised above 20 above the horizon.
The onus is on the radar operator to ensure that no beam is directed near
personnel working on towers or elevated positions at the Grover site.

3. Power Source

Except when storms are imminent the Aircraft Operations Radar is to run
from the line power. It has been the total of our experience in the four
years to date that the motor generators have failed when most required--
during the presence of storms because they have been worn out by an
enormous amount of service on sunny days and days of no storms or storms
of little interest. It should be the concern of the radar operator to
conserve this standby resource and to use line power whenever possible--
switching to the standby motor generators when advised to do so by the
operation's director, or when the radar operator decides that it is neces-
sary.

4. Meteorological Echoes

The S-band portion of the radar must be maintained in.such a condition
that it can present a display at the console in the operations room which
is distortion free, is accurate to + 0.5 n mi and can display reflectivities
of 20 dBZ from storms on the remote edge of the protected area, and corres-
ponding reflectivities at other locations within the display (150 km range).
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5. Aircraft Location - Transponder - L-Band

The radar will operate in such a manner that the aircraft transponder
location errors will not exceed limits set jointly by NIRE and DRI
prior to the start of operations.

6. Aircraft Track - Transponder - X-Band

This equipment is to be maintained in the condition listed in the DRI
manual for M33 sets:

Range accuracy: 21 ft.
AZ/EL accuracy: .3 mills.

An identifiable skin-paint target is set up just beyond the bluffs. This
target should be used occasionally to check the accuracy of this radar.
If necessary an aircraft transponder can be set up at the same location
for a similar test.

Tracking capability, for aircraft transponders, should persist to 50,000
yds under any conditions.

7. Time of Operations

The radar should be switched on at 10 a.m. on any day when operations are
scheduled. It may be switched off at any time after stand-down at the
discretion of the operator.

8. Communications

On all frequencies and on the telephone the Aircraft Operations Radar is
identified by the Call Sign "TRACK."
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DATA ACQUISITION AND DISPLAY SYSTEM

Standard Operating Procedures

For the 1975 field season, there will be black and white channels and
color channels. To request a new display, a free channel must be selected
(additions to existing displays such as aircraft tracks can be requested
without destroying the current display on a channel). Major changes in a
display, such as different magnifications or coordinate systems, should be
agreed upon by those persons using that channel.

Part I - Starting a New Display

To start from scratch for a display on a certain channel, dial the computer
and communicate the following to the operator:

a. Channel number.

b. PPI or RHII or aircraft track only.

1. For PPI, the following information is needed:

a. Coordinate system - specify Gill, Sydney, Akron, Cheyenne, Latitude-
Longitude, or Grover coordinates.

b. Position of display - this is given (most conveniently for DADS opera-
tor) as raster coordinates of the radar. The screen is 1024 x 1024
raster units (negative coordinates or larger than 1024 can be given
if the radar is off the screen).

If an area to be centered or a particular cell is given, the DADS
operator can arrive at proper positioning but it may take some trial
and error and somewhat longer.

c. Magnification - a magnification of 10 gives 0.1 nautical mile per
raster unit (screen will be 100 nautical miles across). Twenty will
be blown up twice as big (50 nautical miles across screen), 5 will be
one half as big, etc.

d. Do you want airspace and/or protected area outline on screen?

e. What elevations would you like to see PPI's for (specify in degrees)?
Do you want to erase the screen before drawing any or all PPI's? If
so, which ones?

f. What contour levels do you want to see? A total of 4 contour levels
are possible (the same 4 apply to all displays on all channels at
any one time). Ask the DADS operator for the four possible contour
levels and select from one to four of these. (To change one or more
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of the 4 levels, all ops room personnel must agree on the change.
ThEn communicate to DADS operator such as "Please change the lowest
contour level from 30 dBZ to 27 dBZ." Currently the minimum allowable
contour level is 25 dBZ.)

g. Specify range limits within which to draw contours in nautical miles.
(Default value is 0 to full range of radar.)

h. Specify lower and upper elevation angles (in degrees) between which
to search for max Z (maximum reflectivity).

i. Specify whether to update screen every scan of radar (which is default
value), every other scan, etc.

j, Specify all aircraft tracks which you would like to see overlayed on
the PPI display. Merely supply the aircraft's identification code or
name (Sailplane, 10UW, etc.).

As an option to the above, you can say "Make channel n the same as channel m
(an existing display)," or say "Give me a standard display on channel n." The
latter will produce a magnification of 10, Grover in center screen, several
contours and elevations and a handy coordinate system, probably Gill.

2. For RHI, the following is needed:

a. Azimuth for RPII (in degrees, true North = 0 , clockwise = positive).
At this time, only even azimuths are allowed.

b. Range in nautical miles to center of desired RIII.

In lieu of the above, you can specify a cell through which you would like an
RHI (give its coordinates) and the DADS operator will compute azimuth and range.
You can also ask for an RHI through max Z (current reflectivity maximum on
screen).

c. Specify which contour levels (out of 4 possible) you want on the RHI.

d. If standard magnification is not suitable, ask to have thedisplay
blown up or made smaller by some amount (percentage increase or decrease
is adequate to specify).

3. Aircraft track only.

All that's needed here is coordinate system, display position and magnification,
whether or not to draw airspace and protected area, and which aircraft to display.
For how to do these see l.a, b, c, d, and j.

Part II - Changing a Current Display

To change a display, dial the computer and communicate your desired changes.
All changes can be specified by re-defining options as described in Part I.
In addition to this, however, two other options have been added to the system
for convenience. These are:
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a. No matter where the current position of the radar is (with respect to
the screen) move it n raster units (1024 units = screen width) up or
down, left or right. This is used to "fine tune" the position of a
display.

b. Keeping the center of the screen where it is, increase or decrease
the magnification by n% (n must be a factor of 10). This allows
magnification changes without unwanted shifting of the picture, or if
current magnification is unknown.

Part III - Additional Options for Color Channels

All information in Parts I and II apply equally well to the color channels.
In addition, however, the colors allow differentiation not possible with black
and white. These are as follows:

a. Different colors for different contour levels (ask DADS operator which
colors are available on which channels & tell him which one to
associate with which contour level).

or

b. Different colors for different elevations (for several PPI's over-
lapped on one screen, each having a single contour level). Specify
which color goes with which elevation.

and/or

c. Different colors for different aircraft. Specify which color each
aircraft track should be.


